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The stream flowing from Cueva de 
villa luz is white with suspended 
sulfur. Mike Pugliese.

One of the two swinging bridges into 
the villa luz park. this one replaces 
one that collapsed and killed nine 
people on easter 2005. Mike Pugliese.

entrance, and tone and Mike did a 
quick tour of the cave, an activity 
that is something of a requirement 
for cavers visiting tabasco for the 
first time. Having been there, smelled 
that, i dozed in the sunshine instead. 
when they emerged with laura, the 
four of us went to the albercas area 
of the Parque villa luz. the albercas 
are pools where tourists go to enjoy 
any perceived benefits of soaking in 
the stinky, milky-white water coming 
from the cave. A coconut’s throw 
from the albercas is the entrance to 
aptly named Cueva de las Albercas. 
this small cave is relevant to laura’s 
research regarding the sulfur springs 
in the area. She told us that, though 
it is quite close to Cueva de villa 
luz, Cueva de las Albercas shows 
no signs of sulfur-influenced speleo-
genesis. For this reason she wanted 

our help surveying the cave, and we 
were happy to oblige.

 

Wanting to move away from 
the much-searched villa luz 

area, we agreed to take on another 
of eladio’s leads. though not able to 
join us that day, eladio had arranged 
a guide to take us to another rumored 
lead, this time outside of the town 
of tomás Garrido. According to my 
apparently outdated topographic 
map of this area in tabasco, there is 
no road to tomás Garrido and we 
had never heard of any cave leads 
around the place, so as we headed 
out of Oxolotán towards this new-
to-us town, laura and i, riding in 
the cab, were delighted to see more 
and more of the beautiful tabascan 
karst roll out before us. Just from 
the road we spotted several possible 

the passages opened up and went. 
Given the time constraints we had 
that day and the fact that we didn’t 
have any respirators for surveying 
safely in villa luz conditions, we 
only noted the locations, and the 
leads remain to be explored and 
tied into the villa luz survey if 
possible. 

we went back to the villa luz 


